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Introduction
Stapled security structures have been used frequently in Australia by a range of issuers including Australian Real Estate Investment Trusts (AREITS) 1 , Infrastructure Funds 2 , and major banks. These structures involve two or more securities issued by the same or different entities being contractually bound together such that they cannot be traded separately. While there are many different types of structures, stapling 3 together of units in a trust and shares in a company has been common practice by AREITS and
Infrastructure Funds, while a number of major banks have issued stapled hybrids involving stapling of a "loan note" issued by an offshore branch of the bank to a preference share issued by the parent. Although originating originally in the USA, legislation in that country has inhibited the use of stapling.
For two reasons, the use of such stapled structures in Australia appears anomalous. First, absent other market imperfections, imposing a restriction that two individual securities cannot be traded (or held) separately would be expected to reduce their aggregate market value. Second, while tax considerations are an important market imperfection which might lead to value creation from stapling, the Australian dividend imputation tax system should reduce the potential for such private value creation by tax arbitrage. Hence, other explanations for the popularity of stapling must be sought. In contrast, recent growth in popularity in Canada was readily attributable to tax reasons and has led to legislation in 2011 to prevent such tax arbitrage.
This paper proceeds as follows. First, the concept of stapling is explained in more detail and information on its usage in Australia is provided. Second, potential sources of value creation underpinning use of stapling are considered. Third, international experience with stapling is examined, including analysis of reasons for its regulatory prohibition and potential for future applicability. Finally, implications for regulatory and tax policy are considered in the concluding section.
1 In March 2008, the ASX adopted the term A-REIT in place of the previously used Listed Property Trust. 2 Infrastructure Funds are managed investment schemes which hold and manage infrastructure assets such as airports, gas pipelines etc. See Davis (2009) for an analysis of their financial management practices. 3 It is important to note that the practice of stapling considered here is different to that analyzed by Povel and Singh (2010) which refers to vendors of a company also providing in the sale contract an option for the purchaser to access debt from a third party.
Stapling: Concept and Types
There are many different variants of stapled securities, ranging from those involving different securities issued by a single entity to those involving securities issued by a number of different entities. Figure 1 provides a simple example of a stapled security involving only one entity, with stapling of loan notes (debt securities) to shares. 4 Investors receive an income stream comprising dividends, interest and a return of principal -each component of which (under the Australian tax system) involves different tax treatment. Over time the mix of these components can vary, and the terms of the loan note provide corporate management discretion regarding amounts to be distributed. in an associated company. 5 Figure 2 illustrates a simple case where the stapling agreement involves the trust leasing the assets it owns to the company for its use to generate income in return for a rental payment. 6 In the case of Infrastructure Funds, the structure often involved the trust's assets comprising all of the equity of a number of operating businesses, such as airports or power utilities, with management of those businesses being the responsibility of the stapled company.
Figure 2 here
In principle, this structure provides for internal management of the assets and other development activities by the operating company, while the holders of the stapled securities are owners of the operating company and have voting rights to determine membership of its board. However, in practice, the creation of the stapled structure generally also involves an external manager which is the responsible entity (RE) of the trust under the relevant Australian legislation, and which is also likely to have control of 4 This structure was used in the spin-off of the energy company Envestra by Boral Ltd in 1997. 5 There are a number of instances where the stapling involves more than two entities (two trusts and one company, or one trust and two companies), but the stapling of one trust and one company is by far the most common. 6 Other structures could involve the trust making a loan to (or purchasing preference shares issued by) the company such that the latter could purchase and own the assets.
the board of the operating company via the existence of special shares (or through initial appointments and subsequent board entrenchment). 7 In these circumstances, the stapled company may have few operational activities with management being outsourced by it to, or services being purchased from, the external management company. Figure 3 illustrates the case where both the external manager appointed by the operating company and the Responsible Entity for the trust are subsidiaries of the firm which created the structure. 8 The creator of the structure receives fee income both from its roles as an RE of the trust and as the external manager appointed by the company.
Figure 3 here
The third form of stapled structure which has been adopted by several of the major Australian banks 9 involves stapling together a loan note issued by an overseas subsidiary or branch of the bank with a preference share issued by the bank. The preference share pays no dividend, and the loan note pays an income stream which is linked to some market indicator rate (the bank bill swap rate) 10 but which also carries with it franking (tax) credits. At a specified mandatory conversion date, the stapled security is redeemed for cash (although other outcomes are possible 11 ). Consequently, the stapled security has the characteristics of a floating rate note to which tax credits (which have differential value to taxpayers on different personal tax rates) are attached. Figure 4 provides a generic illustration.
Figure 4 here
It is also important to recognize that "implicit stapling" can occur -and this was an approach adopted by some business trusts in Canada following 2006 legislation until prevented by legislation in July 2011. Figure 5 illustrates the basic structure, where investors purchase units in a trust which in turn provides debt and equity finance to an 7 Riskmetrics (2008) provides more detail. 8 Listed investment banks such as Macquarie Bank and (the now defunct) Babcock and Brown were significant creators of such structures. 9 Several Malaysian banks have issued similar stapled securities, as discussed later. 10 The bank bill swap rate (BBSW) is the short term rate for the Australian market (analogous to LIBOR). 11 These include the holder being required to assign the note back to the issuer for nil consideration if a "assignment event" occurs, with the preference shares then paying the same income stream as would have been paid by the note.
operating company which is wholly owned by the trust. Provided that interest on the "internal debt" finance provided by the trust is tax deductible at the company level, a reduction in company tax can be achieved without excessive external leverage. Because the trust is a flow-though vehicle for tax purposes, the overall tax bill is reduced. Figure 5 here
The Australian Stapled Securities Market
The first stapled securities structure in Australia was for the creation of a property trust Over the past decade, Australian banks have created hybrid securities using stapled structures such as that shown in Figure 4 to raise around $10 bill of capital. Table 2 provides a list of stapled securities issued by Australian banks, some of which pay distributions with franking (tax) credits attached, while others pay unfranked dividends.
In general, there is a mandatory conversion date into a fixed value of ordinary equity (or redemption). Table 2 here
Value Creation through Stapled Securities
In general, investors should prefer to have two securities which can be separately traded rather than stapled -unless the act of stapling increases the value of their investment.
Hence, it is important to address the question of how stapling might create value, thereby leading managers of the entities involved to adopt stapled structures. Alternatively, stapling may involve no aggregate value creation, but in an environment of imperfect information or behavioral biases, the restrictions imposed by stapling may enable issuers of such securities to extract higher prices from investors.
Financial innovation can be prompted by a range of market imperfections such as taxes, regulation, imperfect information and transactions costs. Appropriate security design may enable tax arbitrage, regulatory arbitrage, signaling of value or risk, improved monitoring/reduced agency costs, increased liquidity, and/or expansion of the opportunity set for some agents by creation of packages of cash flows with desired risk characteristics which those agents are unable to construct themselves due to transactions costs.
14 Promoters of such structures may also exploit investor irrationality, behavioral biases or imperfect information to create wealth transfers by selling overpriced securities. Given the variety of stapled structures shown above, some of these motives may apply in some cases but not others.
Tax Arbitrage
Of the three types of Australian stapled structures outlined earlier, tax arbitrage is potentially relevant to the two cases (illustrated in Figures 2 (or 3) and 4) involving stapling of securities issued by different entities subject to differential taxation arrangements.
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Consider first the stapling of a non-operating trust and a company. Such "non-operating" trusts are treated as "pass-through" for tax purposes, such that (provided income is distributed to unit holders) no tax is paid by the trust and the income is taxed in the hands of the investors. In contrast, company income is taxed at the company level. 16 In the example provided earlier (Figure 2 ), the taxable income of the company component is reduced by rental/lease payments to trust, hence leading to a lower company tax bill than if a company structure or an operating trust structure was used. In a classical tax system, this reduction in company tax would be a source of (private) value creation, but not so under the Australian dividend imputation tax system in which company tax is "washed out" by distribution to Australian shareholders of tax credits attached to dividends.
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Appendix 2 provides a demonstration.
Only for non-resident investors might there be tax benefits from the stapled security structure due to their inability to use tax credits. This, however, depends upon the nature of withholding tax arrangements in place. There have been a number of changes in Australian arrangements over recent years, and different treatment of different types of income, which make an assessment of the scope for stapling to provide tax arbitrage benefits for foreign investors difficult. However, where payment of franked dividends (ie with attached tax credits) involves no withholding tax, the business income stream is thus subject to tax at the Australian company tax rate (of 30 per cent). Where the withholding tax rate on managed trust distributions is lower, there is thus potential for tax gainsalthough the ultimate outcome depends upon tax treatment of the income streams in the foreigners home country. 15 There are no discernible tax benefits from stapling together debt and equity of the same issuer unless the tax code involves differential tax treatment of each (as in a classical tax system) and regulation does not prevent "disguising" an effective equity investment as debt. 16 The Australian Tax Office requires that investors treat each component of a stapled security as a separate security for taxation purposes. 17 One rationale for a trust rather than corporate structure might arise from the ability of the trust to easily return cash to investors via a return of capital in cases where tax losses arising during the construction phase of a project prevent payment of dividends for some time, and possible "trapping" of tax credits in a corporate structure with a planned finite life (such as in concession arrangements involving operation of an infrastructure asset). But this is not, of itself, a rationale for stapling.
Tax arbitrage appears to be an important determinant of the use of stapling by Australian banks (see Figure 4) . Income earned by their foreign branches or subsidiaries will be subject to foreign tax rather than Australian tax 18 , and thus not generate Australian tax (franking) credits for distribution with dividends by the Australian parent. However, interest paid on the loan note by the foreign branch will reduce its taxable income and thus foreign company tax paid. While more Australian company tax may be paid on earnings from the use of the funds raised by the parent bank, this generates tax (franking) credits which can be attached to the distributions on the stapled security. Because these securities were only offered domestically, the creation of tax credits useable by domestic investors, by reducing foreign company tax paid and increasing Australian company tax paid, creates value for shareholders.
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Expansion of the Investor Opportunity Set
The hybrid securities created by banks stapling of (foreign issued) loan notes and preference shares provide a good example of value creation through expansion of the investor opportunity set (although this is based on tax arbitrage). Because of the nature of the dividend imputation tax system, investors on tax rates below the corporate tax rate are able to use tax (franking) credits received to reduce tax payable on other income.
Australian superannuation (pension) funds fall into this category. 20 To gain that tax benefit, it is generally necessary to invest in dividend paying shares creating an exposure to company share prices. However, the stapled securities provide a (floating rate) bond type return together with tax (franking) credits. Consequently, they are particularly attractive to low tax rate investors who do not want increased equity exposure to the issuing bank.
Another example of value creation via expansion of the opportunity set can be found in the case of issuance of stapled debt (loan notes) and equity in the spin-off of energy company Envestra by Boral (such as in illustrated in Figure 1 ). With large depreciation allowances, the company would have substantially positive cash flow, but negative 18 The precise arrangements will depend upon the tax treaties between the host and home countries. 19 The New Zealand Government reacted to this potential dilution of the tax base by passing legislation in 2009 causing stapled debt to be treated as equity for tax purposes. See Inland Revenue NZ (2009). 20 The tax rate for superannuation funds is 15 per cent compared to a corporate tax rate of 30 per cent.
earnings for some years, limiting its legal ability to pay dividends to shareholders.
However, by stapling, cash could be returned to investors via payments of interest and capital on the loan note component (and the terms of the loan note gave management discretion on the amounts to be paid).
A further way in which investor opportunities may be expanded is if financial innovations enable a weakening of institutional constraints on portfolio selection. In this regard, many fund managers operate separate fixed interest and equity funds, raising the question of whether A-REITS should be viewed as closer substitutes for debt or equity.
Yong (2010) examines whether there are differences in the return behavior of stapled and traditional A-REITS, recognizing that the business activities contained within the stapled A-REITS are likely to increase return correlation with the equity market. Evidence is found of cointegration of stapled A-REIT and equity market returns, whereas traditional A-REIT returns are cointegrated with bond market returns. In both cases, direct property returns are relevant to short-run adjustment processes.
Regulatory Arbitrage
Financial innovation may be used to avoid particular regulatory restrictions, or minimize their adverse impact on profitability by designing security structures which enable compliance with regulation at lower cost. The issuance of stapled securities by Australian banks is an example of this practice. The stapled securities listed in Table 2 all qualified as Tier 1 non-innovative residual capital for the purposes of meeting the Basel Accord capital requirements. Hence, rather than issuing equity to increase regulatory capital, the banks were able to issue a floating interest rate note which, arguably, has a lower cost of capital for the banks.
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Real Efficiencies
Stapled securities horizontally integrate several businesses into one structure via the contractual agreements between them. This may provide benefits from synergies (shared 21 Miller (1995) discusses whether the Modigliani-Miller capital structure irrelevance proposition might apply to banks, with implicit or explicit government guarantees over deposits being one reason for nonapplicability. Australian bankers certainly view equity as the most expensive form of capital, even though the dividend imputation tax system works to eliminate or reduce double taxation of dividends, and Blake Dawson (2010) state that "[t]hese instruments are a cost effective and efficient way to raise capital". expertise and knowledge), "internalization" of certain transactions rather than use of the market, increased certainty due to the long-term contracts involved and consequent removal of the "hold-up" problem. Certainly the stapled structures allow "internal management" of A-REITs and infrastructure funds, and the tax benefits of a trust component within an entity undertaking operating (rather than purely investing) activities (possibly not permissible under a standard (non-stapled) A-REIT structure). But whether stapled structures have performed better than non-stapled structures is a moot point.
Newell and Peng (2009) argue that non-stapled A-REITs performed better during the global financial crisis (although their analysis is based on comparisons using a very small sample of non-stapled A-REITS).
Behavioral Biases
The literature on behavioral finance has illustrated that investor behavior can be affected by the way in which financial products are "framed". In particular, investors may be unwilling to spend out of capital, but may not perceive certain cash flow streams from investments as being repayments of capital invested, and interpret the total cash flow as a rate of return or yield on the security.
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Exploitation of this behavioral bias is relevant to both the stapling of trust units and company shares and stapling of debt securities (loan notes) and shares of the same company. In both cases, some component of the cash flow return (trust distributions or loan note payments) is, in fact, a repayment of principal. Yet it is apparent, from financial planning and investment advice literature that investors consider the total cash flow as the "rate of return" or "yield" of the stapled security. This is reinforced by the unusual language used by the Australian Tax Office in referring to returns of capital as "taxdeferred income", on which no current tax is payable but which leads to a reduction in the cost-base of the security used in calculation of capital gains when it is sold.
To the extent that such behavioral biases exist, stapling could be used to reduce IPO underpricing. If potential investors interpret projected cash flow returns as a "yield" rather than as a mix of income and capital repayment, their willingness to pay a higher price may reduce underpricing. On the other hand, stapled A-REITS may, because of the business activities of the stapled company, be of higher risk and less easy for potential investors to value, leading to greater underpricing. Dimovski (2010) A further rationale for stapling, relative to separate issuance of trust units and equities or debt, may arise from institutional anomalies in stock market and funds management practices. Specifically, market capitalization of the listed entity is calculated by the ASX as the total value of the stapled securities on issue. Consequently a stapled structure will be regarded as "larger" than a similar structure with unstapled securities -for which only units or shares, but not debt, would be included in the size calculation. It is well known that there are share price benefits in terms of inclusion in market indices of larger stocks due to fund manager performance benchmarking. Hence an apparently larger size due to stapling may increase demand for the entities securities, enabling issuance at a higher price. In this regard, greater liquidity associated with larger market capitalization may also be beneficial.
Resolution of Agency Issues
Jensen (1988) discusses stapling of securities in the context of "strip financing" in leveraged buyout transactions, noting that "[s]trip financing, the practice in which risky nonequity securities are held in approximately equal proportions, limits the conflict of interest among such securities' holders and therefore limits bankruptcy costs." He notes that in a highly levered structure where securities are stapled, the control rights associated with the debt components may provide investors with greater powers, than in an all equity structure, to prevent managers from using free cash flow for value destroying investments rather than making distributions. It also reduces conflicts between equity and debt holders and reduces resolution problems in bankruptcy. 23 However, Jensen also notes that "[s]trictly proportional holdings of all securities is not desirable, for example, 23 Reduction of bankruptcy resolution problems may also be relevant in the case of stapling of securities from different issuers (compared to full integration of activities in one entity) by "ring fencing" of liquidation risk such that failure of one issuer does not imply failure of its stapled partner.
because of IRS restrictions that deny tax deductibility of debt interest in such situations"
but that "riskless senior debt needn't be in the strip".
One potential benefit of reduced agency costs from stapling in the case of A-REITs and infrastructure funds comes from the internalization of management functions for the trust.
Rather than management being outsourced to a separately owned Responsible Entity, stapling can mean that the trust and management company share common ownership thereby reducing potential agency problems -particularly if unit holders in the trust have limited ability to replace the external manager.
Many of the A-REIT and infrastructure fund stapled structures involve substantial external leverage, suggesting some similarity with the case discussed by Jensen.
However, because of the use of trusts in which distributions are at the discretion of the manager (the Responsible Entity), there are limited control rights available to the investors other than exit (sale of securities) or voice (voting for replacement of the manager). However, the nature of the governance structures put in place and discussed below appear to have rendered the latter infeasible, and suggest that agency problems are aggravated rather than ameliorated.
Entrenchment and Wealth Transfers
Some commentators (RiskMetrics, 2008) have argued that investment banks such as Macquarie Bank and (the now defunct) Brown and Babcock, have exploited the opportunities available in trust structures for entrenching managerial fee generating roles and extracting wealth at the expense of investors. For example, in some cases, arrangements involved in the stapling structure included a "poison pill" of the form that should unit holders in the trust vote to remove the manager (either via removing the RE or ending the management contract with the stapled operating company) ongoing payments of the management fee would still be required.
Also relevant in this regard is the fact that Australian legislation does not require the management agreement between the trust and operating entity to be disclosed (other than a minimal summary in the offer documents). RiskMetrics (2008) is particularly critical of this deficiency, and of the unwillingness of Responsible Entities such as Macquarie Bank to make such documents available to investors or third parties.
The issuance of stapled debt and equity by the same company may also promote entrenchment by increasing the funds required for a takeover (relative to that involved for a company with a similar, but non-stapled, capital structure). To purchase a controlling stake in the company, stapling requires the potential acquirer to outlay sufficient funds to purchase both equity and debt components. Whether this increase in the scale of the transaction required to achieve control is an effective deterrent to acquisition is unclear.
International Dimensions
Stapled security structures were developed and used in the USA until changes to the Internal Revenue Code in 1984 were made following growing use by REITs which were aimed at carrying on active businesses, rather than pure investment activities, while still maintaining the essentially flow-through tax treatment afforded to REITs. Avi-Yonah, Edgar and Shaheen (2007) provide examples of how stapled security structures were developed to avoid legislation aiming to prevent tax arbitrage resulting from deferral of remittances of income from foreign companies. One such structure was for a US company with overseas operations to create a foreign company whose shares were stapled to the US company's shares rather than creation of a subsidiary. The US legislation precludes a stapled REIT from flow-through tax treatment, treats stapled foreign corporations as domestic corporations (thereby eliminating any tax deferral benefits), and treats a domestic stapled corporation as a subsidiary of the controlling company to which it is stapled.
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Generally stapled securities have been a relatively rare international phenomenon, but found growing use in Canada as an alternative mechanism for achieving the tax arbitrage opportunities of income trusts following legislation (the Tax Fairness Plan) in 2006 which attempted to limit those opportunities. In essence, the income trust structure was developed to arbitrage the tax system by a trust holding both equity and "internal" debt of a highly leveraged operating company. 25 Interest expenses reduce tax paid by the company, while the trust's receipts of interest are not taxed at the trust level if distributed 24 In the UK, the "worldwide debt cap" rules, which aim to prevent excessive interest tax deductions against UK income by multinational companies also apply to companies with stapled structures. (HM Revenue and Customs, 2010) . 25 See Avi-Yonah, Edgar and Shaheen (2007) and also Alarie and Iacobucci (2007) , who note that "[i]n substance trust units are like a stapled security".
to unit holders. Consequently, double taxation of dividends as occurs under a classical or non-integrated tax system is avoided. Avi-Yonah, Edgar and Shaheen (2007) provide more details and examples of more complex structures, and outline how loss of tax revenue when investors in income trusts are tax exempt or foreign investors prompted legislation to essentially subject such income to dividend taxation at the trust level. They argue that this response does not preclude investors achieving the same tax arbitrage by use of structures such as stapled securities involving investors holding debt of a highly leveraged operating company which is stapled to units in a trust which holds the equity of the operating company.
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Halpern and Norli (2006) also discuss the structure of Canadian business trusts (which they identify as a subset of income trusts), as well as the development of Income
Participating Securities (IPS) and Income Depository Securities (IDS) as quasi-stapled structures which enabled US companies or trusts to list on the Toronto exchange. To meet both US and Canadian regulatory requirements, debt and equity of the issuing company were "clipped" together (rather than stapled) enabling subsequent separation, and some amount of external subordinated debt required to be separately issued. Halpern and Norli note that "both structures have been largely unsuccessful in attracting new listings", one reason being that "clipping" rather than "stapling", and the external subordinated debt requirement, reduces the potential agency and financial distress cost beefits.
As Avi-Yonah et al (2007) , and others, predicted explicitly stapled securities became popular as a means of achieving the same tax arbitrage as income (or business) trusts, and have led to legislation in July 2011 to prevent those practices. That legislation 27 prevents publicly listed entities with stapled structures involving debt securities from accessing tax deductibility of interest on such debt for company tax purposes. It also specifically precludes REITs from using stapled securities, in order to prevent the REIT from undertaking business activities outside those specifically permitted by legislation.
26 They also present an example similar to that in Figure 2 where the trust owns the relevant assets and leases those to the operating company. 
Conclusion
Australian authorities, unlike most of their international counterparts, have not seen fit to introduce restrictions which prevent Australian entities from issuing stapled securities.
One of the main regulatory concerns regarding stapling is its use for tax arbitrage when differential taxation is applied to different entities. In particular, the co-existence of tax "pass through" entities such as trusts with companies operating under a classical or incompletely integrated company tax system provides structuring opportunities to reduce the double taxation of dividends. In the case of Australia, the dividend imputation tax system operates to remove double taxation of dividends (for Australian residents) and thus reduces incentives for this type of tax arbitrage. Where tax arbitrage opportunities exist they involve foreign investors. In one case, the stapled securities issued by banks, the effect is to reduce foreign company tax paid and increase Australian company tax paid. Consequently tax based incentives for regulatory actions by the Australian authorities have not been substantial. 29 In the other case differential withholding tax arrangements existing for income generated within company versus managed trust structures mean that stapling can reduce Australian taxes paid by foreign investors on a given level of business income. There have been a number of changes to withholding tax arrangements, but no attention paid to removing the source of such arbitrage by prohibiting stapled structures. However, in July 2012, the Australian Tax Office (2012) issued a draft ruling which would preclude companies from claiming a tax deduction for interest payments on debt finance provided by a stapled associate. 29 However, in December 2011, the Federal Court gave a ruling (which is under appeal) denying the ability of CBA to provide franking credits on its stapled PERLS V security on the grounds that the intention of the structure was primarily tax driven.
In contrast, in other countries with non-fully integrated tax systems, there are strong incentives to prevent dilution of the corporate income tax base through the creation of stapled structures which involve trusts which are taxed on a "flow through" basis. Other countries also have incentives to act against structures initiated on the basis of international tax arbitrage such as those used by Australian banks which involve leakage from those countries corporate tax receipts. Thus whether such innovations are likely to survive is open to question, particularly also given the changes to capital requirements under Basel III which reduce the ability of banks to use hybrid instruments to meet those requirements.
In the case of stapling arrangements by A-REITS and Infrastructure Funds in Australia, there are few potential tax benefits apparent from stapling -and appear to accrue only to foreign investors due to disparities in withholding tax treatment of different income types. Whether non-tax benefits exist is an unresolved question. While there are a range of potential benefits (as discussed in Section 2 above), their actual economic significance warrants further study. This is particularly so if it is believed that much of the rationale for creation of stapled structures is the exploitation of investor information deficiencies to effect wealth transfers towards the creators and managers of such structures -as
RiskMetrics (2008) have argued in the case of infrastructure funds. * Those securities where the coupon is multiplied by (1-t), where t is the corporate tax rate, pay franked distributions.
